
22C:118 Spring 2005 Homework 3

Instructions

This homework is due by Noon on Monday September 26, 2005.

Submit your solution using the submit command on one of the department’s Linux
machines to the directory. Here are instructions:

1. Create a directory in your home directory which you will use to place all your
files for this assignment, say hw3 or showIPnums.

2. Run the submit script from your home directory by typing submit at the com-
mand prompt and hitting return/enter.

3. When prompted for the File/directory name enter the name of the directory you
created, for example, hw3 (you may list multiple files/directories, when you are
finished press enter on a blank line).

4. When prompted for the course put c118

5. Next you will recieve a list of possible submission directories. For this assignment,
reply showIPnums

6. Done! For further help, please review the submit procedure provided by CSG:
http://www.divms.uiowa.edu/help/msstart/submit.html

7. Note: case does matter.

8. Note: submitting the same homework assignment multiple times will overwrite
the previously submitted homework with the same name and submit location.

Second Web/HTTP Homework

The solution to your homework will be simple to test using python’s unit testing facility.
First, you download a “shell” of the homework, which contains a docstring with test
cases, and some partially written program. Download from here: showIPnums.py.
When you look at the file, you’ll see that the showIPnums function is missing — that’s
your job, to write the function. The test cases and some other functions to use are
already provided.

The Idea for the Homework

The idea is to exercise a Python class that opens a connection to a web server, fetches a
page, and parses the HTML in that page. Specifically, the showIPnums function takes
a URL as input, calls the read_page(url) function to obtain the entire page for that
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URL, and then lists, in sorted order, the IP addresses implied in the “<A HREF=· · ·>”
tags within that page. Note that a name, such as www.google.com, rather than an
IP number, usually appears within such an HREF, but converting the name to its IP
number is simple with a Python socket function.

Tools You Will Need

1. The HTML Parser. The previous homework shows how to fetch a web page given
its URL; what’s new here is that you will parse HTML using the HTMLParser

module. An example of how to use this module is found in: htmpars.py. Please
run this program interactively by downloading it and then executing

python -i htmpars.py

The print statements are there just to show you what’s happening as the parser
encounters tags in the HTML example. It should be straightforward to modify
this example so that it only collects parameters for the <A> tags.

2. Global variables. You’ll notice that the htmpars.py example prints things, but
does not save results into a list or other python variable. In most applications,
you’ll want to save values during the parse. How and where to save these values?
An easy way to do this is to use Python’s global variables. For instance, within
the handle_starttag() function, put a statement such as

global listURL

Then, later in the handle_starttag() function, you can modify the listURL

variable, and the result will be accessible in any scope where a similar global

statement has been executed.

3. URL parsing. Although it’s not difficult to parse a URL, you can use Python’s
module for this: urlparse, which is illustrated by the example program: url-
pars.py. Lookup the full documentation here if you like: docs.python.org.

4. DNS Name Lookup. To convert a name to its IP number, there is a function
gethostbyname in the socket package. An example is in: name2ip.py. This
example has a bug (on purpose). If you run python -i name2ip.py you will get
an error, such as

Traceback (most recent call last):

File "name2ip.py", line 8, in ?

print socket.gethostbyname("yadayada")

socket.gaierror: (-2, ’Name or service not known’)
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Several socket functions can fail and raise exceptions. If you delete the offending
statement from name2ip.py and retry, then the program should execute nor-
mally, because it now uses “try/except” statements to handle the exception.
This example program thereby teaches you how to handle an exception and how
to distinguish between names that represent IP addresses and names that do not.
It’s perfectly legitimate in an HTML file to have a tag of the form

<a href=diagram.jpg>diagram</a>

which is a local reference to a file on the same web site as the HTML page. Your
solution should be able to deal with such cases. For this homework, just use the
number ’0.0.0.0’ as the result for local references.

5. Unique, sorted lists. After parsing the HTML and extracting all the links, con-
verting them to IP addresses, and building a list of all these IP addresses, you’ll
need to sort the list and remove duplicates so that unit testing will work. An
efficient way to do this in Python is to build a dictionary of the IP numbers. Here
is an example: souniq.py. Initially, this code can seem mysterious: it constructs
a dictionary only to take advantage of the fact that Python will only allow one
“definition” for each term (which will be a string representing an IP number in
the case of the homework), then there is a simple way to get a list of all the keys
of the dictionary. It is efficient because Python uses a hash table to implement
the dictionary type.
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